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Chameleon 'Get Out Of Jail' UPVC Door
Repair Kit

Description

If you are looking for a UPVC door repair kit that will be able to suit the majority of locks on the market
then this 'Get Out Of Jail' kit is for you. The kit has a choice of locking mechanisms and 2 sets of fully
adjustable door furniture which are supplied with a screw center conversion kit. The beauty of this kit is
that all of the items are available individually so once you have used something you can top the kit up and
be ready for the next job.

The kit contains 3 centre cases (with backsets 25mm, 30mm & 35mm with the 25mm faceplate being
reversible which converts it to a 28mm), 2 locking point extension sets (2 x hooks & 2 x rollers and 2 x
mushroom and 2 x rollers) and all strikes.

There are 2 sets of white Chameleon Pro Handles in the kit, they feature adaptable handle height (to
accommodate both inline and offset centres between 59-96mm), adaptable screw centres, concealed
external fixings for superior security and the sliding mechanism is fitted with a nylon seal for ingress
protection.

The Fixing Conversion Kit to suit the Chameleon Pro Handle is ideal for retrofit applications where a screw
fixing of 122mm is needed. The kit includes an inner backplate, an outer backplate and 100 CSK screws.

 
10 Year Guarantee

 
92mm Centres

 
Operated By Euro

Cylinder

 
Weather Resistant

https://www.aldridgesecurity.co.uk/brands/page/view/brand/chameleon/
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Features

- Adaptable furniture accommodates a wide range of screw hole centres
- Supplied with 2 locking point kits (hooks & rollers and mushroom and roller)
- Covers 25mm, 28mm, 30mm & 35mm backsets (25mm faceplate reverses to make 28mm)
- 3 centre cases supplied
- Supplied complete with strikes, handles and spindle conversion kit
- Will suit the majority of applications
- A - Lift lever to engage locking mechanisms and then one full turn of the cylinder to lock. One full turn of
the key then push down on the lever to unlock.
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